Silo Setup, Operation & Breakdown

Amerimix silos are easy to operate. All you need is a source of potable water and a mixer. No power source, special skills or equipment are required.
1. Using the silo’s welded forklift tubes, offload the silo from the truck using a forklift.

2. After placing the silo on the ground at the desired job site location, remove the silo leg pins.

3. Using a forklift, lift the silo up from its collapsed position to the desired height and the reinsert the leg pins.
4 Install the slide gate assembly under the silo.

5 Using the bulk bag’s nylon straps, lift the bag into place with the forklift and position above the silo’s charge hatch. Unzip the bottom of the bag. A spout will drop down allowing the dry material to be unloaded into the silo.

6 When done with the silo, empty the contents. Remove the slide gate (chute) and the leg pins and collapse the silo.

Contact Amerimix Customer Service at 1.888.313.0755 (nationwide) or 800.851.3231 (Florida only) to schedule silo pickup.